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The Accidental Tourist 

 

For the following questions tick the correct answer (one tick per answer unless otherwise stated). 
 

1.  Which two things does Macon Leary advise 

to take on a trip in travel-sized packets? 

A Detergent                ___ 

B Stain remover                ___ 

C Dirt remover                               ___ 

D Spot remover                ___ 

 

2.  What are the two advantages of taking a 

grey coloured suit on a trip? 

A It doesn’t show dirt               ___ 

B It doesn’t attract attention              ___ 

C It’s useful if someone dies                    ___ 

D It’s useful for meetings              ___ 

 

3.  Why should you take a book with you? 

A Stops salesmen speaking to you          ___ 

B Stops strangers speaking to  you         ___ 

C To start speaking with strangers         ___ 

D To look intelligent                                    ___ 

 

4.  How does Macon think travel is like life? 

A Less is never more                              ___ 

B More is never less                             ___ 

C Less is invariably more                           ___ 

D More is invariably less                             ___ 

 

5.  What should you never take on a journey? 

A Something expensive               ___ 

B Something fragile               ___ 

C Something which means a lot               ___ 

D A picture frame with glass in it            ___ 

 

6.  Apart from the book what else do Macon and 

Lucas Loomis have in common? 

A Both are married                ___ 

B Both come from Baltimore                ___ 

C Both were in Baltimore on business   ___ 

D Neither of them like Baltimore             ___ 

 

7.  Why is being large a problem for Lucas? 

A People he sits next to complain            ___ 

B His customers don’t like it               ___ 

C He has to fly a lot                ___ 

D The airline meals are too small             ___ 

 

8.  Lucas wears a grey suit. Name two other  

pieces of advice that he has also followed? 

A He takes a book with him               ___ 

B He takes a carry-on bag with him         ___ 

C He takes the middle seat                         ___ 

D A clean shirt in his hand luggage          ___ 

 

9.  Why is Lucas so pleased to meet Macon? 

A His book has improved his journeys   ___

B His book has improved his marriage  ___ 

C He wants to do business with him       ___ 

D His wife has read his book              ___ 

 

10. Which piece of advice didn’t work? 

A The grey suit                 ___ 

B The change of underwear               ___ 

C The carry-on bag                ___ 

D The book                 ___ 

 


